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In a perfect world, what arrives on the spot is equal to what is needed. 

In reality, what arrives is not necessarily what 
is needed and what is needed does not 
always arrive. 
To bridge the gap between a vision (the ‘perfect world’) and a difficult reality, 
logistics and transport systems are needed - these will be addressed later in the 
module. 

Two problems need to be managed:
1) What arrives is not needed - this is due to management problems, 
warehouses/airport being overwhelmed, mistaken planning, bad communication, 
no coordination, unsorted items, etc.; this will result in many items having to be 
destroyed, additional expenses, delays, lack of accountability, etc. 
2) What is needed do not arrive - this can lead to a lot of frustration, anarchic 
communication, delays in programme implementation, increases in mortality, loss 
of credibility, more people in need, epidemic risks, etc; as such, it can entail a 
vicious circle. 
When the victim is put at the centre of our mandate this second problem is by far 
the most serious. 
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Please present this slide. 

In addition, you may wish to add the following comments: 
System: there is no one rule, no one set-up, no copy-paste strategy; designing and implementing 
logistics is a matter of knowing the context and the goals we want to achieve. 
Right place: the location including addresses, GPS, dispatch zone or ware house; we need to 
avoid resources arriving to the wrong place or where it’s not foreseen/expected
Right time: getting the timing right; some resources are not necessarily required immediately; we 
need to plan and stage the provision of resources; we need to avoid situations where warehouse 
become overcrowded.
Right quantity:  it is important to obtain the right quantities of resources for a given population; 
when we are talking about quantities, we also need to be clear about the packaging quantity, e.g.  
with respect to drugs, are we referring to (the number of pills, boxes, doses, test, containers)?
Right quality: requires good specification, quality control; we do not always need the best but we 
need to avoid the worse…
Right price: not necessarily the cheapest or the most expensive items; the professionalism and 
expertise of logistics specialists comes into play here

Ultimately, we want to ensure the effective and efficient provision of resources to support and 
facilitate effective responses to emergencies, and any other activity associated with emergency 
management (eg. exercises)
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What are the components of a logistics and supply system?
(NB these components are the same whether or not the system is operating in an emergency
DANA (Damage Analyse and Need Assessment) or Health Assessment: The beginning AND a 
continuous process
REQUEST: made by non-medical or non-logistics person standardisation, codification, etc
PROCUREMENT: Purchase, pre-stocking, donor constrains)
TRANSPORT: Right time: not necessary immediately (to avoid congestion in the destination area)
STORAGE : dispatch zone
DISTRIBUTION

The system also needs a continuous reporting and tracking system (monitoring / communication, 
etc)

Example: a vaccination campaign (a cold chain challenge in term of logistics)
Request from med personnel: number of children under the age of 5
Procurement – donation of vaccine from WHO

- donation of cold chain equipment (fridges, ice pack, vaccine 
carriers, etc) from NGOs

- procurement of transport facilities and health personnel
Transport - All elements for the vaccination campaign will have to be transported at the right 
time – not the vaccine before the cold chain, for example
Storage - control of temperature
Distribution - timing, example: small teams on motorbikes or combined with food distribution



Assessment - based on key element within a vaccination policy.

The various stages in the flow of supplies from their point of origin to the beneficiaries are a chain 
made up of very close links. How any of these links are managed invariably affects the others. This 
is known as the Logistics and Supply Chain. 
IMPORTANT: the weakest link of a chain will make or break the chain. 
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Please summarise the key learning points of the module. 
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